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Details of Visit:

Author: Bandito64
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 27 Jan 2015 22:30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Top Secret London - The Best Girls Here!
Website: https://topsecretescorts.co.uk/london-escort
Phone: 07900072555

The Premises:

Nice easy-to-find flat near Paddington. One of the nicer "escort flats" I've been to in London -
comfortable, well-appointed, decent shower. In other words, the surroundings matched the quality
of the girl.

The Lady:

Caroline is one of the few escorts who really does look as good as her photo-shopped pictures.
Cute smile, pretty face, lovely eyes, amazing body (natural c-cup boobs, just enough curves to play
the part of a pin-up model, nice ass, etc.). When she meets you at the door, if you don't go instantly
hard, there's something wrong with you.

The Story:

If you've read one review on Caroline, you've read them all - not a bad recommendation in the
bunch, and this one is no different. This girl is a self-described nymphomaniac, and a wild one at
that. From the moment you walk in, it's full-on DFK (she will barely let you out of her grip to get a
quick shower in before the fun really starts) and ramps up from there. Her OWO is among the best,
she tops the list in PoE (perception of enjoyment) when it comes to DATY (which is wet and wild
and fun as hell), and the sex is outta' this world.
The second time around, while she was working her mouth and hand on my rod, she took my hand
and literally started pounding herself with it. What an experience. I'm surprised we didn't get a call
from the neighbors to keep it down.
It's a shame she's headed back out of town - this is a girl I'd love to see again and again and
again...
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